
Bus Chaperone Guidelines 

1. Please arrive at the Boyd cafeteria no later than 5:00pm on game days, unless otherwise 
noted. (Sadly the buses will never wait for chaperones) 
2. Male and female students may not share the same seat. 
3. Part of your responsibility is to assist the bus captain in maintaining order on the bus. 
4. Make sure before departure that the bus captain has done a roll call and you are 
prepared to notify the director as they pass by, just before leaving, that your bus is ready 
or who is still missing. 
5. The bus captain will call “Stadium Lights” to let the students know they must remain 
silent as they leave the school and/or stadium until “Stadium Lights” is called again by 
the bus captain. 
6. Any student persistently talking despite warnings by the bus captain and/or chaperone 
should be noted and discussed with Mr. Nunez. Likewise, any problems, disrespect or 
other issues should be noted and discussed with Mr. Nunez immediately upon arrival. 
(Fortunately, this is rarely the case and when it does occur, Mr. Nunez is completely 
supportive of the chaperones) 
7.  At least one chaperone should be in the back/last seat of the bus and one in the front 
(when there is no director riding the bus). 
8. Please be sure everyone is off the bus before heading to the stadium; and upon 
returning home. Make sure all windows are up and nothing is left on the bus (trash or 
personal belongings) before you leave for the night. 
9. Be sure to remove the bus number sign and medical bag and return them to the school 
upon our return. 
10. Your admission is covered as long as you enter with the band. Some games will require a 
pass that will be provided for you. 
11. Upon entering the stadium please sit together in the small section just the other side of 
the Bailladoras. 
12. Just after half time the bus chaperones will take turns supervising the students travel to 
and from the restrooms. 
13. Bus chaperones are required to help with flip folder sorting during half time if not enough 
people have signed up. 
14. Please wear your “I’m with the band” shirt, if you do not have one we have some for 
sale. 
15. You will receive a name tag on a lanyard before we leave the school, be sure to wear it 
at all times and to return it at the end of the evening. 
16. Each bus has a first aid bag that will stay on the bus. Only Bus #1 will bring their bag into 
the stadium. It will be placed near the bottom row of the band section should anyone need 
supplies during a game. 


